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YOUR GOAL is to complete
all 15 challenges on the back of this 

sheet. 
Search for books using the Destiny 

Discover app on your iPad! 
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FICTION

SCIENCE 
FICTION/
FANTASY

Berkeley 
Carroll 
Library 
Scavenger 
Hunt!

Show us what 
you know about 
the places & 
spaces in your 
Middle School 
Library!

BEFORE YOU START!
Make sure you have the 
Destiny Discover app 
downloaded onto your iPad 
- this is the library catalog 
app! 
Hint: It looks like this

This scavenger hunt is intended for
 5th graders who are new to the 
Middle School Library!

You can complete the 
challenges in any order....

MYSTERY

ACTION/
ADVENTURE

YOUNG 
ADULT

NON-FICTION

AFTER YOU COMPLETE THIS 
SCAVENGER HUNT YOU 
SHOULD BE ABLE TO:
1. Search for specific books 
in our library catalog by 
keyword, title, and author
 
2. Orient yourself in the 
library (find every section 
without a librarian's help!)
 
3. Find books on the shelf 
by their Call Number

This scavenger hunt was created by 
manuela aronofsky

REMEMBER TO READ ALL OF THE 
DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY!



CHALLENGE 1: Search by KEYWORD for "Jasper Dash" and then find the Jasper 
Dash books on the shelf. Write down what SECTION OF THE LIBRARY you can find 
Jasper Dash books in,.
 
________________________________________________________
CHALLENGE 2: Find the MYSTERY section & write down a Mystery title that is 
CURRENTLY ON DISPLAY.
 
________________________________________________________
CHALLENGE 3: in a FEW WORDS, describe what the MYSTERY book labels look like.
 
________________________________________________________
 
________________________________________________________
 
CHALLENGE 4: Search by AUTHOR for "Kiera Cass" (check your spelling!) And find 
her books on the shelf. Write down ONE TITLE by Kiera Cass, and the SECTION 
that her books are in!
 
SECTION:_____________________TITLE:_______________________
 
 
 

CHALLENGE 5: Find the SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY section. Now write down the 
CALL NUMBER for a book you think looks interesting!
 
________________________________________________________
CHALLENGE 6: Think back to when your librarians gave you your "Library 101" 
session. What is one thing you remember about the YOUNG ADULT books?
 
________________________________________________________
 
________________________________________________________

CHALLENGE 9: Find the GRAPHIC NOVEL section, and write down the COLORS that 
are on the Graphic Novel labels.
 
________________________________________________________
CHALLENGE 10: Find a graphic novel of your choice, and write down the TITLE, and 
both the AUTHOR and ILLUSTRATOR (if they're different people).
 
Title:_____________________________________________________
 
Illustrator & Author___________________________________________

CHALLENGE 7: Search by KEYWORD for "ZOOLOGY" and then find a NONFICTION 
book of your choice about zoology. Write down the TITLE, and ONE ANIMAL the 
book talks about..
 
Title:_________________________Animal:_______________________
CHALLENGE 8: Now write down the DEWEY DECIMAL NUMBER that NONFICTION 
ANCIENT ROME books go under (hint: first do a search, then check the call 
number!)
 
________________________________________________________
 

CHALLENGE 11: There is one section in the library with books that are in a DIFFERENT 
LANGUAGE. Find the section. Write down the LANGUAGE, and ONE TITLE you found in 
the section.
LANGUAGE:_________________________________________________
 
TITLE:_____________________________________________________
CHALLENGE 12: Find the REALISTIC FICTION section. Now find an AUTHOR whose LAST 
NAME starts with the same letter that YOUR last name starts with! Write down 
the author's full name. 
 
__________________________________________________________

CHALLENGE 13: Go to the section where you would find books about a SPECIFIC 
PERSON. Write down the SECTION NAME, and the name of ONE PERSON we have 
a book about in our library.
 
SECTION:________________PERSON:____________________________
CHALLENGE 14: Now do a TITLE search for "Alabama." Find the EXACT RESULT for 
the book by Rita Williams-Garcia, and go find the book on the shelf! Write down: 
1. WHAT YEAR THE BOOK TAKES PLACE IN! (Hint: Read the description!) 2. The 
SECTION it's in, and 3. The TITLE:
1. _______________________________________________________
 
 
2._____________________________3._________________________
CHALLENGE 15: What is your FAVORITE BOOK in the library? Write down 1. What 
SECTION it is in, and 2. The TITLE & AUTHOR:
 
1. ______________________________________________________
 
 
2.______________________________________________________


